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Abstract— Channel-aware scheduling strategies provide an
effective mechanism for improving the throughput performance
in wireless data networks by exploiting channel fluctuations. The
performance of channel-aware scheduling algorithms has mainly
been examined at the packet level for a static user population,
often assuming infinite backlogs. Recently, some studies have also
explored the flow-level performance in a scenario with user dy-
namics governed by the arrival and completion of random service
demands over time. Although in certain cases the performance
may be evaluated by means of a Processor-Sharing model, in
general the flow-level behavior has remained largely intractable,
even basic stability properties. In the present paper we derive
simple necessary stability conditions, and show that these are also
sufficient for a wide class of utility-based scheduling policies. This
contrasts with the fact that the latter class of strategies generally
fail to provide maximum-throughput guarantees at the packet
level.

I. INTRODUCTION

Channel-aware scheduling strategies provide an effective
mechanism for improving the throughput performance in wire-
less data networks by harnessing channel variations. A prime
example is the Proportional Fair algorithm, which has been
adopted as the default scheduler for the CDMA 1xEV-DO
system [7], [14], [16], and is also considered for implementa-
tion in HSDPA. The performance of channel-aware scheduling
algorithms has mainly been investigated at the packet level
for a static user scenario, sometimes including packet-scale
dynamics [4], [28], but often assuming infinite backlogs [1],
[13], [23], see also [24], [25], [31], [33] for related results.
The assumption of a static user population is a reasonable
modeling convention because of the separation of time scales:
the scheduling mechanism operates at the packet level on
which the user population evolves only relatively slowly.
However, when examining the throughput performance, and in
particular comparing the throughput allocation among elastic
traffic users under various strategies, it is not satisfactory

1Work done while second author was with France Telecom R&D, 38-40
rue du Général Leclerc, 92794 Issy-les-Moulineaux, France.

to assume that the user population is independent of the
specific properties of the scheduler. For example, a scheduling
strategy that provides high throughput to users with favorable
channel conditions, will tend to satisfy the service demands
of these users sooner. As a result, the scheduler would be left
facing a user population with a higher fraction of users with
poor channel conditions. Conversely, a scheduling strategy
that grants reasonable throughput to users with poor channel
conditions, should to a certain degree benefit from that by
seeing fewer of these users.

Recently, some studies have explored the flow-level perfor-
mance in a scenario as described above with user dynamics
governed by the arrival and completion of random service
demands over time. In particular, it has been shown that in
certain cases the flow-level performance may be described
by means of a multi-class Processor-Sharing model where
the total service rate varies with the total number of active
users [12]. The latter model provides explicit formulas for
the distribution of the number of active users of the various
classes, the mean response times, the blocking probabilities,
and the throughputs. Similar Processor-Sharing type models
have been proposed for various types of wireless systems [10],
[22], [27], [32].

Despite the above results, the flow-level performance in
general has remained largely elusive, even basic stability
properties. In the present paper, we derive simple necessary
stability conditions, and show that these are in fact also
sufficient for a wide class of utility-based scheduling policies.
Of course, (in)stability is to a certain extent a theoretical
concept that cannot occur in an actual system due to admission
and flow control mechanisms and the inherent finiteness of
buffers. However, it is plausible that instability effects will
be reflected in poor performance in terms of long delays in
practical circumstances as well.

It is interesting to observe that the above stability result
contrasts with the fact that utility-based scheduling strategies
generally fail to provide maximum-throughput guarantees at
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the packet level, see for instance [3], [24]. Various simple
queue-length-based strategies on the other hand do achieve
stability at the packet level whenever possible [4], [17],
[30], [31]. In order to reconcile these paradoxical facts, it
is worth observing that while utility-based strategies operate
agnostically of the queue lengths at the packet level, they do
respond to congestion that occurs at the flow level. Thus, from
a stability perspective, the behavior of a utility-based strategy
at the flow level shows resemblance to that of a queue-length-
based strategy at the packet level. A somewhat related finding
in the context of ‘imperfect’ scheduling in multi-hop wireless
networks is reported in [21].

However, a crucial distinction is that at the packet level
channel fluctuations give rise to random time-varying service
rates for the various users, which are independent of the
number of packets stored in the buffer. In contrast, the feasible
service rates for the various classes at the flow level are
deterministic as the channel fluctuations ‘average out’, but they
vary with the number of users because the scheduling gains
increase with the degree of multi-user diversity. In that sense,
the stability results in the present paper differ from those for
queue-length-based strategies at the packet level [4], [30], [31]
and extend results for state-independent rate sets as obtained
in [5], [6], [8].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II we recapitulate some relevant results for a static
user population and state some preliminary facts. We extend
the model to accommodate a dynamic user configuration in
Section III. In Section IV we establish necessary stability
conditions, and prove that these are in fact also sufficient for a
wide class of utility-based scheduling strategies. In Section V
we discuss some extensions.

II. STATIC USER POPULATION

We first review some relevant results for a system with a
static population of 	 data users. For convenience, we assume
that the system operates in a time-slotted fashion. The feasible
rates for the various users vary over time according to some
stationary and ergodic discrete-time stochastic process 
��������� ,
with ���������� representing the set of feasible rate vectors to
be selected from in time slot � and �������� denoting the set
of all possible rate vectors. To avoid technicalities, we assume
that the set � is finite. With minor modifications, the results
extend to scenarios where the set � is infinite. Let � be a
random set with as distribution the stationary distribution of
the set of feasible rate vectors, and let � "!#�%$'&)(*
��+&,!�� be
the stationary probability that the set of feasible rate vectors
is !�-/. , with .)$'&,021 .

Denote by 34�5� �� the set of all achievable (long-term)
throughput vectors.

The next proposition provides a characterization of the set 3
[4], [13], [15], [26].

Proposition 2.1: The set of achievable throughput vec-

tors 3 may be characterized as36&7
98:-;� �� $<8=-�>?A@CB �D"!��FE�GIH<J*"!#���<K
or equivalently, 35&=
98=-/� �� $MLA�8N�PO:Q��<K
where LR�8N� is the optimal value of the linear programS�T2U L

sub L�VWL�X & >?A@2B >Y @Z? �D"!#�F[ �\�K]!#�F\^X"_�8`X ab&cQCK�d^d�d�K�	
>Y @Z? [ �\�K�!#��V:Q !�-/.[ �\�K�!#��Ofe \g-h! K�!�-;.id

The variable [ �\�K�!#� in the above linear program may
be interpreted as the fraction of time that the rate vector\j-:! is selected given that the set of feasible rate vectors
is !6-�. . Thus, kY @<? [ �\�K]!#�F\l-�E�GIH<JD"!#� is the average rate

vector selected given that the set of feasible rate vectors is!m-6. , and k?A@2B kY @<? � "!#�F[ �\�K�!#�F\ is the throughput vector.

In particular, the term k?A@2B kY @<? �D"!��F[ �\�K�!#�F\^X represents the

throughput received by user a , and the variable L�X measures
the throughput as a fraction of the target throughput 8*X .

The next proposition provides a characterization of the
optimal solution to the above linear program based on the
complementary slackness conditions [4], [13].

Proposition 2.2: There exists a vector npoq-r� �� such that
any optimal solution [*oC�\�K]!#� to the above linear program
satisfies [ o �\�K�!��ts �> Xvubw n oX \^X*x SyT2Uz @Z? �> X{u w n oX<| X{}h&~e�K
for all \g-h! , !�-/. .

The above proposition shows that any feasible (non-
dominated) throughput vector can be achieved by some
weight-based strategy which selects in time slot � the rate
vector \g-r������ identified by�> X{u w n oX \^X & SyT2Uz @<�D����� �> Xvubw n oX<| X�K
augmented with a suitable tie-breaking rule. In particular,
any component-wise increasing function of the throughput
vector is maximized by some weight-based strategy. (This
may also be deduced from the observation that the achiev-
able throughput region is convex by a simple time-sharing
argument.) However, determining the weights that maximize a
given objective function directly is a formidable task, requiring
detailed information on the channel statistics. Instead, one
may maximize a given objective function by using adaptive
weights, without the need for explicit knowledge of the rate
characteristics. Specifically, let ��X���'� be the strictly concave
utility function of user a . A gradient-based strategy selects in



slot � a rate vector \g-r��{��� that maximizes �kXvubw \^XF�t�X ��hX������� ,
i.e., it selects in time slot � a rate vector \;-������� identified
by �> Xvubw \^XF� �X ��hX��������& S�T2Uz @I� �'��� �> X{u w | XF� �X ��hX��������K (1)

where �hX����� denotes the exponentially smoothed throughput
of user a at time � . The exponentially smoothed throughput
is updated in each time slot as �lX���D�:Q���&��Q�xj�I���hX�����D������\�K����F\^X , with � a smoothing coefficient and ���\�K���� a 0–1
variable indicating whether rate vector \ is selected in time
slot � or not. A prime example of a gradient-based strategy
is the Proportional Fair algorithm for the CDMA 1xEV-DO
system [7], [14], [16] which involves a utility function �%X���'���� GI�`��'� as the name suggests.

Note that the above selection rule may be interpreted as a
stochastic gradient ascent scheme. It has been shown in [2],
[20], [29], [34] that under mild assumptions the gradient-based
strategy indeed maximizes the aggregate utility as the time
constant 86&�Q9_2� in the exponential smoothing grows large.
Specifically, as �i��e , the exponentially smoothed throughputs
approach a limit point 8toN&+�8Now K�d^d�d�K�8No� � which maximizes
the aggregate utility over the achievable throughput region 3 ,

i.e., �kXvu w �bX��8NoX ��O �kX{u w �bX��8`XF� for all 8�-�3 . In addition, the

limiting vector 8to satisfies the set of fixed-point equations8`X &�>?A@2B >Y @<? \^X��D"!#�F���*�� �¡M¢^£*¤  �'¥   � Y   u§¦b¨�©ª�«�¬ �� '¡M¢�£*¤  �'¥   � z  � K (2)

which follow directly from the above selection rule.
We conclude the section with a brief discussion of the

special case where only a single user is served in each time
slot. In that case, each of the sets !�-/. consists of 	 vectors\ w�® ? K^d�d�d^K�\ � ® ? -l� �� where \C¯ ® ?X &ce for all a�°&c± . It will
be convenient to denote by �tX�����N$²&5\ X³® � �'���X the feasible rate
of user a in time slot � . The selection criterion (1) then implies
that time slot � is allocated to user a o identified by�NX������� �X³´ ��hX³´C�������& SyT2Uµ u w�® ¶ ¶�¶�® � � µ ������ �µ �� µ �������K
and the set of fixed-point equations (2) take the form8`X & >?A@2B >Y @Z? \^X�� "!#�F� � £§¤  ��¥   � Y   u·¦ ¨�©¸"¡M¢�¹ º º º ¹ � £*¤¸ �'¥ ¸ � Y ¸� d

III. DYNAMIC USER CONFIGURATION

We now extend the model to accommodate a dynamic
configuration of users. The user dynamics result from finite-
size service demands that arrive randomly over time. We
assume that the duration of the time slots is short relative to the
size and arrival frequency of the service demands. Thus, the
scheduling mechanism operates on a relatively fast time scale
compared to the user dynamics, making it natural to analyze
the user-level performance in continuous rather than discrete
time, and assume that the users are served simultaneously
rather than in a time-slotted fashion. The continuous-time
model naturally inherits its service characteristics from the

discrete-time model. Specifically, we assume that the set of
feasible instantaneous service rate vectors in the continuous-
time context for a given user population coincides with the
set of achievable long-term throughput vectors for that user
population in a discrete-time setting. The above assumptions
ignore the discrete nature of the time slots and neglect the
transient fluctuations in the throughput. However, the law of
large numbers suggests that these effects should be negligible
in some suitable asymptotic sense in a limiting regime where
the duration of the time slots shrinks relative to the time scale
of the user dynamics.

We consider a scenario with » traffic classes. A traffic
class represents a category of statistically identical users in
terms of service requests and rate characteristics. Class- ¼ users
arrive as a Poisson process of rate ½§¾ , and have exponentially
distributed service requirements with mean Q�_�¿ ¾ . Denote byÀ ¾p$²&:½`¾I_�¿Á¾ the traffic intensity associated with class ¼ , and
define À $²&5 À w�K^d�d�d�K ÀMÂ � .

For a given user population �Ã%w�K�d^d�d�K�Ã Â � , letÄ �Ãbw�K�d^d�d�K�Ã Â �Å� � Â� be the set of feasible service
rate vectors for the various classes. Formally, a service rate
vector ÆÇ-È� Â� belongs to the set

Ä �Ã�w^K�d�d^d�K�Ã Â � if there
exists a vector 8É&Ê�8 w�®�w^K�d^d�d�K�8Dw�® Ë ¢ K�d^d�d�K�8 Â ®�w�K^d�d�d^K�8 Â ® ËZÌ��
that belongs to the achievable throughput region 3Í�m� ��
with 	 & Âk¾�u w ÃÁ¾ as defined in the previous section for a

static scenario with ÃD¾ class- ¼ users, ¼�&cQCK�d�d^d�K�» , such thatÆ�¾�& ËZÎkXvu w 8§¾�® X .
The users are served according to a utility-based scheduling

strategy. Thus, for a given user population Ãh&6�Ã%w^K�d�d^d�K�Ã Â � ,
the throughputs for the various users are selected so as to

maximize the aggregate weighted utility

Âk¾�ubw Ë ÎkX{u wMÏ ¾I���8`X³® ¾I� ,
with ����²� some concave utility function and Ï -c� Â� . Be-
cause of the concavity, equal weights, and symmetry among
users within classes, optimality requires that 8Á¾2® X�& 8§¾
for all aÐ& QCK^d�d�d�K�ÃÁ¾ . Thus, the service rates | �ÃD�Ñ$'& | w9�ÃD��K�d�d^dÒK | Â �ÃD��� for the various classes are selected such

that

Âk¾^u w Ï ¾2ÃÁ¾C�� | ¾��ÃD��_�ÃÁ¾C�PO Âk¾^u w Ï ¾�ÃÁ¾C�� | ¾I_�ÃÁ¾C� for all | $'& | w�K�d�d^d�K | Â ��- Ä �Ãbw�K^d�d�d�K�Ã Â � .
The sets

Ä �Ã�wÒK^d�d^dÒK�Ã Â � have two crucial properties.
First of all, a simple time-sharing argument implies that
each set

Ä �Ã�w�K�d�d^d�K�Ã Â � is convex as observed before.
Second, the sets

Ä �Ãbw^K�d^d�d�K�Ã Â � are monotone increas-
ing in the user population, i.e., if �±�w�K^d�d�d�K�± Â � V�Ãbw�K�d^d�d�K�Ã Â � , then

Ä �±Ów^K�d�d^d�K�± Â � � Ä �Ãbw�K�d�d^d�K�Ã Â � .
The latter property follows from the fact that additional
users may simply be excluded from service without af-
fecting the feasible service rates of the remaining users.
Since the sets

Ä �Ãbw^K�d^d�d�K�Ã Â � are monotone increasing,
we may define

Ä o $²& ��Ô SË ¢ ® ¶�¶ ¶�® ËMÌbÕpÖ Ä �Ãbw�K�d�d^d�K�Ã Â �×&Ø�Ù�Ú� Ë ¢ ® ¶�¶ ¶²® ËZÌ �"@9Û Ì Ä �Ãbw�K�d�d^d�K�Ã Â � . It is easily verified that the

set
Ä o is convex.



While the set
Ä o may have a complicated structure in

general, it has a rather simple form in the special case where
only a single user is served in each time slot. Define ��o¾ $'&Ô HAÜÒ
9\W$�(§
��t¾cÝÞ\Z��&ßeM� as the maximum possible value
of the rate of class- ¼ users. Then, assuming independence
among users, for any \4àá� o¾ , it is easily verified that\Iâ9¾ã- Ä �Ãbw�K�d^d�d�K�Ã Â � for ÃÁ¾ large enough, with â�¾ denoting
the ¼ -th unit vector, which implies \Iâ2¾r- Ä o . By convexity,
it follows that

Ä oi&WE^GIH<JÁF
��qow âCw^K^d�d�d�K��qoÂ â Â �C��&=
9[h-/� Â�Ç$Âk¾�u w�ä Î� ´Î V:Q2� .
If in addition the relative variations around the time-average

rates are identically distributed for all classes, i.e., �p¾æå&,çè¾9é
for all ¼l&ÐQCK�d^d�d�K�» , with çè¾ representing the time-average
rate of class- ¼ users, then � o¾ &êç�¾Cë o with ë o $²& Ô HAÜ]
9ì�$(§
9éÉÝ+ìí�;&�eM� . In that case,

Ä oã&�
9[W-�� Â� $ Âk¾^u wPä Îî Î Vëpo�� .
IV. STABILITY CONDITION

The next proposition provides a simple necessary stability
condition.

Proposition 4.1: No scheduling strategy achieves stability
for À °- Ä o .

Proof
If \ is the long-term mean service rate vector, then it must

be the case that \�-rE^GCHZJÁ Ä o9�%& Ä o . In order for the system
to be stable, we must have \ï& À . Hence, À °- Ä o precludes
stability of the system. ð

For any Ãñ&ò�Ã�wÒK^d�d^d�K�Ã Â � , define ë�Ë* | w^K�d�d^d�K | Â �6$'&Âk¾�u w Ï ¾�Ã§ó¾ |Òô ¾ , with Ï K�õ`K�ö÷Ýøe . A scheduling strategy that

selects service rate vector | �ÃD�6&  | w��ÃD��K�d^d�dÒK | Â �ÃD��� as
function of the user population Ã)&m�Ã%wÒK^d�d^dÒK�Ã Â � is said to
be ù -strong if for all �gÝfe , there exists a finite set ú`ût��ü Â
such that ë�Ë* | �ÃD����Oý�Q�x=�I� Ø�Ù�Úz @Zþ ë�Ë* | � for all Ãÿ°-Ñúíû .
Note that a scheduling strategy that selects the service rate
vector | �ÃD� so as to maximize ëqË* | � over

Ä �Ãbw�K�d^d�d�K�Ã Â � isÄ o -strong, which may be checked as follows. Since
Ä oj&��Ô SË ¢ ® ¶�¶ ¶²® Ë Ì ÕpÖ Ä �Ãbw�K�d�d^d�K�Ã Â � , there exists for all � ÝÅe a

finite set úRû such that �Q�xf�I� w � ô | - Ä �Ãbw�K^d�d^dÒK�Ã Â � for all| - Ä o , Ã=°-�úRû . Hence, ë�Ë* | �ÃD���i& Ø�Ù�Úz @��D� Ë ¢ ®�¶ ¶ ¶²® ËMÌ � ë�Ë* | ��OØ�Ù�Úz @�� ´ ë�Ë*��Q�x��I� w � ô | ��&6�Qèx��I� Ø�Ù�Úz @�� ´ ëtË* | � for all Ã�°-húRû .
In particular, a utility-based scheduling strategy with���[§�%&W[ ô is

Ä o -strong, õy&cQAxtö . A queue-based scheduling
strategy is

Ä o -strong as well, with õ�&6Q , ör&cQ .
The next proposition (taking ù & Ä o ) shows that the

condition identified in Proposition 4.1 is also (nearly) sufficient
for stability.

Proposition 4.2: A ù -strong scheduling strategy achieves
stability for À - Ô H���³ù�� and Ï K�õïÝ)e , e�à�öhV:Q .

Proof

The proposition may be established in a similar fashion as
the stability of � -fair strategies in wireline bandwidth-sharing
networks [8]. The main difference is the fact that the rate
region varies with the user population and only approaches
the stated capacity region as the user population grows suitably
large.

Specifically, let Ã%����=$²&×�Ãbw������K�d^d�dÒK�Ã Â ������ , with ÃÁ¾�����
denoting the number of class- ¼ users at time � , and consider
the set of fluid limits defined by

� �����& ��Ô S
� Õ�Ö Ã%
	����

	 K
with

Âk¾�u w ÃÁ¾�³eZ��&�	 .

Given an initial state
� ³eZ� , it follows from the strong law of

large numbers that the evolution of the fluid limits is uniquely
described by the set of differential equations:

�
� � � ¾������&:½`¾NxÓ¿Á¾I!*¾M���� (3)

for all ¼íK�� such that
� ¾�����NÝ7e , where !i�����$²& ��Ô S

� ÕpÖ !è
	���� ,
assuming the limit exists, and !è
	%���#$²& | �Ã%
	������ .

We now prove that ë� �'��� "!è������#O Ø�Ù�Úz @Zþ ë� �����  | � .
It may be assumed that

� ���� °&Ñe because otherwise the
assertion is trivially true.

Then there exists some 	bû such that Ã%
	%����°-+úíû for all
	fÝ�	 û .

Hence, ë Ë � � ���  | �Ã%
	��������ãO �Qqx)�I� Ø�Ù�Úz @<þ ë Ë � � ���  | � for all

	fÝ�	 û , which implies ë� �'��� "!i
	������#O=�Q#xr�I� Ø�Ù�Úz @Zþ ë� �����  | �
for all 	fÝ�	 û .

Since � Ý e is arbitrary, it readily follows thatë� �'��� "!è�������O Ø�Ù�Úz @Zþ ë� �'���  | � as asserted.

The concavity of the function ë� �'��� ��'� then implies thatë��  �'���  | �Ò | x�!è�������Vfe for any | -rù , which givesÂ>¾�u w Ï ¾ |�ô�� w¾ � ¾����� ó  | ¾�xj!*¾��������Vfe�d
Since À - Ô H��2³ù�� , it follows that À �Qt�����;- Ô H���³ù�� for

some �èÝfe .
Hence, in particular we haveÂ>¾^u w Ï ¾ À ô�� w¾ � ¾A���� ó  À ¾M�Q����]� x�!Á¾�������#V)e�d (4)

Consider the Lyapunov function

� �[Áw�K^d�d^dÒK�[ Â ��& Â>¾�u w Ï ¾¿Á¾ À ô�� w¾ [ w � ó¾Q��jõ d
From (3), we obtain

�
� � �  � �������& Â>¾^u w Ï ¾ À ô�� w¾ � ¾A���� ó  À ¾Nx�!*¾��������d (5)



Substituting (4) into (5),
�
� � �  � �������à:x�� Â>¾�u w Ï ¾ À ô ¾ � ¾A���� ó d

As in [8], it may then be deduced that
�  � ������i&6e , and

hence
� �����&,e , for all �PO�� for some �rà�� , which implies

that the system is stable. ð
In the special case where only a single user is served in each

time slot so that
Ä o�&6
9[æ- � Â� $ Âk¾^u w ä Î� ´Î VcQ2� , the stability

condition of Proposition 4.2 reduces to

Âk¾^u w À ¾I_2�qo¾ à:Q . Thus,

an
Ä o -strong strategy achieves stability as long as the system

is stable if every class were served at the maximum possible
rate all the time, which is also a necessary condition, as shown
by Proposition 4.1. This may be explained by the observation
that under an

Ä o -strong strategy every class will either be
served at the maximum possible rate or not at all whenever
any of the classes drifts into instability.

If in addition the relative variations around the time-average
rates are identically distributed for all classes, so that

Ä oy&
^[W-�� Â� $ Âk¾^u wPä Îî Î VÇë o � , then the stability condition may

be written as �À àWë�o as in [12], with �À $'& Âk¾^u w �À ¾ and �À ¾g$'&À ¾I_Cçè¾ .
V. EXTENSIONS

We now discuss some extensions of the stability results.
First we consider a scenario where an admission control
procedure determines which users are admitted into the
system. Users that cannot instantaneously be accommodated
are denied access and lost. We make the natural assumption
that the admissible region � �ýü Â is monotone, i.e., if�±lw^K�d�d^d�K�± Â �êV �Ãbw�K�d^d�d^K�Ã Â � , and �Ãbw^K�d^d�d�K�Ã Â �ê-�� ,
then �±Ów�K�d^d�d�K�± Â �h-�� . Observe that otherwise a service
completion might potentially cause the user population to
become inadmissible. Denote

� o¾ $'& SyT2U� Ë ¢ ®�¶ ¶ ¶�® Ë Ì ��@�� ÃÁ¾ , and

define  go�$²&È
ZQyVc¼lV7»É$ � o¾ &��)� as the set of classes
which are not subject to admission control. Without loss
of generality we assume that the classes are indexed such
that  gog$'&Ç
ZQCK�0MK�d^d�d�K�»æo�� . Denote !Ä �Ãbw�K^d�d�d�K�Ã Â ´���$'&Ç
9[�-� Â ´� $��[Áw^K�d�d^d�K�[ Â ´9K�eMK^d�d^dÒK�eZ�;- Ä �Ãbw�K�d�d^d�K�Ã Â ´9K�eMK^d�d^dÒK�eZ��� .
Define !Ä o $²& ��Ô SË ¢ ® ¶�¶ ¶�® ËZÌbÕpÖ !Ä �Ãbw^K�d^d�d�K�Ã Â � &Ø�Ù�Ú� Ë ¢ ® ¶�¶ ¶²® ËZÌ �"@9Û Ì !Ä �Ãbw�K^d�d�d�K�Ã Â � . It is easily verified that

the set !
Ä o is convex.

Proposition 5.1: An
Ä o -strong scheduling strategy achieves

stability for  À w^K�d�d^d�K À�Â ´���- Ô H���"!Ä o^� and õ/Ýfe , e�à�öhV:Q .
Observe that the classes ¼ °-# �o which are subject to

admission control do not play any role in the above stability
condition. The explanation is that the fraction of resources
consumed by these classes becomes negligible as the system

saturates with traffic from non-controlled classes.

The stability results also extend to an integrated system with
both elastic flows and streaming users as considered in [9],
[18], [19]. The explanation is that the holding times of the
streaming users are random but independent of the amount of
service received. Hence, the population of streaming users is
simply that in an infinite-server queue, and not affected by the
degree of congestion. The fraction of resources consumed by
the streaming users therefore vanishes as the load imposed by
the elastic flows approaches the capacity limit.

APPENDIX

We now present an alternative proof of Proposition 4.2
which uses Foster’s criterion with a Lyapunov function in
terms of the original process rather than the fluid limits.

Proof
Consider the Lyapunov function

� �Ãbw�K^d�d^dÒK�Ã Â �%& Â>¾�u w Ï ¾¿Á¾ À ô�� w¾ Ã w � ó¾Q��jõ d
When the user population is ÃÓ&+�Ã%wÒK^d�d^dÒK�Ã Â � , transitions

may occur to state Ãg��â�¾ at rate ½`¾ or to state Ãyxlâ9¾ at rate¿Á¾ | ¾A�ÃD� .
Hence, given that the current user population is Ãø&�Ãbw�K�d^d�d�K�Ã Â � , the drift in the Lyapunov function is

$ �ÃD��& Â>¾�u w Ï ¾ À ô�� w¾ Ã§ó¾  À ¾Nx | ¾��ÃD���§��Gí Â>¾�u w Ã§ó¾ ��d (6)

It thus suffices to show that
$ �ÃD��à+e whenever Ã5°-W�

for some finite set � ��ü Â .
For all �rÝ7e , there exists a finite set úíûy�=ü Â such thatë�Ë§ | �ÃD���#O7�Q�x��I� Ø�Ù�Úz @Zþ ëtË* | � for all Ã�°-húíû .
The concavitity of the function ëqË*��²� then implies thatë��Ë  | �Ò | xj!è�ÃD���#V � ³�I� for any | -rù , which givesÂ>¾�ubw Ï ¾ | ô�� w¾ Ã ó ¾  | ¾�x | ¾��ÃD���#V � ³�I�

for all Ã�°-lúRû .
Since À - Ô H��2³ù�� , it follows that À �Qt�����;- Ô H���³ù�� for

some �èÝfe .
Hence, in particular we haveÂ>¾�u w Ï ¾ À ô�� w¾ Ã§ó¾  À ¾M�Q����]� x | ¾��ÃD����V � ³�I� (7)

for all Ã�°-lúRû .
Substituting (7) into (6),

$ �ÃD��à:x%� Â>¾�ubw Ï ¾ À ô�� w¾ Ã§ó¾ � � ³�I�*�jGí Â>¾�ubw Ã§ó¾ ��K
for all Ã�°-húRû , and thus

$ �ÃD��àfe whenever Ã�°-l� for some
finite set � , which completes the proof. ð
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